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Density and finiteness. A discrete approach to shape 
Abstract 
We show in this paper that the category of shape can be modelled in discrete terms using maps 
detined in dense subsets ofcompacta. This approach to shape provides in addition a characterization 
of the shape of compacta which does not require external elements and uses only continuous single- 
valued functions, in contrast with the existing internal characterizations of shape. 
As an application. we prove a connection between the notion of shape image. due to Lisica, and 
the basic notion of omega limit of a dynamical system. 
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The notion of shape was introduced by Borsuk [2] in 1968 as a new classification of 
the spaces from the point of view of their most important global topological properties. 
Borsuk’s approach to this theory, as well as other classical approaches [I 7,18,12] are 
not intrinsic, in the sense that they require some external elements (like embeddings 
in the Hilbert cube or expansions of inverse systems of polyhedra) to introduce the 
basic definitions of the theory. The problem of giving internal characterizations of shape 
or of the most important invariants related to shape was already raised by Borsuk in 
his foundational papers (see, for instance [3, p. 1461). This problem has been attacked 
following two different lines. The first of them tried to give a noncontinuous description 
of the shape category and the second one aimed at a description based on the use of 
multivalued maps. To the first line belong the papers [I 1.23,15.6] and to the second 
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one the papers [24-26,13,20,5,7]. The first connection between noncontinuity and shape 
morphisms was established by Felt in [ 111. In [23] and [25] appear respectively the 
first noncontinuous and multivalued characterizations of the shape category of compacta. 
The paracompact case was studied in [ 15,201. The characterizations for the class of all 
topological spaces were obtained in [6,5]. The descriptions mentioned before do not 
require external elements and are, hence, completely intrinsic, but have the shortcoming 
of using functions which are either noncontinuous or non-single-valued. This leaves the 
problem of giving a straightforward characterization based on continuous maps still open. 
In the present paper we give a new intrinsic description of shape using single-valued 
continuous functions. We show that the notion of shape is intimately related to discrete 
maps defined on dense subsets of compacta. In fact, a complete description of the shape 
morphisms between compacta X and Y can be given by using the following two simple 
tools: 
(i) continuous maps f : D + Y, where D is an open dense subset of X and the 
image of f is finite; we call such maps “discrete”; 
(ii) a number p(f, g) which measures the distance between f and g (here g : D’ -+ Y 
is also a discrete map with D’ possibly different from 0). 
In order to define compositions and give a full description of the shape category a second 
coefficient e(f, g) is also introduced in the paper. 
Finally a connection with the theory of dynamical systems is established where we 
prove that the concept of omega limit, a central notion in topological dynamics, is related 
to the notion of shape image introduced by Lisica [ 161. 
For general information on shape theory we recommend the books by Borsuk [4], 
Cordier and Porter [8], Dydak and Segal [9], and MardeSiC and Segal [19], and the 
collection of open problems [lo] by Dydak and Segal. We also note the existence of 
two alternative descriptions of the shape category given by Moron and Ruiz de1 Portal 
[21] and by Mrozik [22] which, although not internal, provide additional insight into the 
notion of shape. 
1. Discrete maps. Basic definitions 
Let X and Y be metric spaces and let f : D + Y be a (continuous) map defined on 
a dense subset D of X. Given z E X, the oscillation of f at z is defined by 
O(~,Z) = inf{diam(f(U n 0)) 1 U neighborhood of 2 in X}. 
We also define O(f, X) = sup{O(f, :r) / 2 E X}. 
Given D and E dense subsets of X and given f : D -+ Y and g : E + Y continuous 
functions, we define for each x E X, 
e(f,g,z) = inf{diam(f(U n D) U g(U n E)) [ U neighborhood of x in X}, 
and 
e(f,g,X) = sup {Q(f;%~) I 2’ E x}. 
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Observe that e(f, S> X) = O(f,X), e(f.g, X) = e(g: f,X) and e(S, h, X) < 
g(f:g, X) + g(g, h?X), for any functions f : D + Y, g : E + Y and h : F + Y 
defined on dense subsets of X. Moreover, if ~(f,g,X) = 0, then fl~“~ = glDnE and 
f and g define a continuous function in D U E which extends, if Y is compact, to a 
continuous function in X. 
Let X and Y be metric compacta. Let D be an open dense subset of X and let 
f : D + Y be a continuous function. We say that f is a discrete map from X to Y if 
f(D) is finite. 
If f: D + {y’. . ,y,} c Y is a discrete map, then {f-‘(y’), . . ,f-‘(yn)} is a 
finite family of pairwise disjoint open and closed subsets of D, and hence open in X. 
such that D = f-’ (y’) U.. U j-‘(y,). Conversely, if D’, . . . , D, are pairwise disjoint 
open (and hence closed) subsets of D = D’ U . . U D, and D is open and dense in 
X, and f is a function, constant in each open set Di, then f is continuous and hence 
discrete. 
If f : D + {y,, . . yyn} c Y is discrete we have 
C2.6 X) = ,,m;x<, {d(Yc Y3) I fF’(YL) n fF’(Yj) # ‘J} 
= j&.x; (4~~ y’) I f-‘(y) n f-‘(y’) # 0}. 
We define the elongation of f in X as 
4fl X) = ‘<?‘& {d(f-‘(YL)P(YJ)) I W’(YJ. fC’(Yj)) > q 
= ,$&, @(f_‘(Y). fC’(Y’)) I d(f_‘(Y), fP(Y’)) > o> > 0, 
where the distance between any set and the empty set is 0 and where we define 
e(f, X) = diam(X) if the previous set is empty, i.e., if for any y, y’ E Y we have 
d(P(Y)> f-‘(Y’)) = 0. 
Moreover, given D and E open dense subsets of X and given 
f:D-+{y’,.... yn}cYandg:E+{yi ,... ,yL}cY 
discrete maps we have that, if we define 
e* (f, 9: X) = l,z,za;j,, @(Y~.Y$ I ~-YY~) m-lb;) f a,} 
= yyF$ {4Y> Y’) I f-'(w) f- s-‘(Y’) # 0>, 
then 
df, 9: X) = max{O(f, X), O(g. X), e*(f: 5 Xl}. 
On the other hand, define the elongation of f and g in X as 
df, 9, W = min{e(f, X), e(g, X), e*(f, g, X)} > 0, 
where 
e*(f,g:x) = r<i<~~~s<lli {(,(f~‘(Yi)~9~‘(?/,~)) I qf-‘(Y,),g-‘(Y,;)) > o} 
= ,$& {~(f-‘(M).!/-‘(Y’)) I q-‘(Yw(Y’)) > o} > 0, 
where we define e*(f, g, X) = diam(X) if the previous set is empty. 
Given f : D + Y and g : E + Y discrete maps, we say that f and g are &-chainable, 
if there exist 
fo:Do+Y, f,:D,+Y, .fl:D1-fY . . . . . f,,:D,+Y 
discrete maps such that fo = f, .f,) = g and 
e(fo, fl. X) < E, e(.f,, f2.X) < E,. . > Q(f,i-1, fn,X) < E. 
We say then that {fry. fi, . f,,} is a E-chain from ,f to g. 
2. The category SD 
Definition 1. Let X and Y be metric compacta. A dense discrete sequence from X to 
Y is a sequence of continuous functions {f,) : D,, + Y} such that: 
(i) For every n E M, D,, is an open dense subset of X and f7,(Dn) is tinite. 
(ii) For every E > 0, there exists no E W such that e(flL> fil+i. X) < E, for every 
n> 3 120. 
We say that two dense discrete sequences {,fr2} and {gn} from X to Y are asymptotic 
if for every E > 0 there exists no t W such that ~(j,, . grL, X) < E, for every n 3 no. We 
say that { f7, > and {g,J are almost asymptotic if for every E > 0, for every n E RI, there 
exist n’, n” 3 n such that ~(f~,,: ~,>II. X) < E. 
Remark 2. In condition (i) the sets {Ori} can be chosen with the property that D,,+l C 
D,, for every n E N. 
Condition (ii) is equivalent to the fact that for every E > 0 there exists nr) E N such 
that for every n 3 no: 
- O(f71. X) < E> 
- d(f,,,lD,,no,,+,,.f71+IIL),,nu,,+,) < E. 
A similar formulation is possible for the notion of (almost) asymptoticity. 
Definition 3. Let {fit} and {.(I,~} be dense discrete sequences from X to Y. We say that 
{fil} and {gn} are homotopic if for every E > 0 there exists no E RI such that for every 
n > n,(), fn and g,, are E-chainable. 
Proposition 4. Let { fn} and {$jrl } k almost usymptotic dense discrete sequences .from 
X to Y. Then {fT1} urd { g,( } are homotopic. 
Proof. Given E > 0, there exists no E W such that g(fn, fn+,,X) < E and 
e(gn,gn+i,X) < E for every n 3 no, and there exist n~i _ nl 3 no. such that 
g(fn,, grL2, X) < E. Then for every n, 3 max{nl % 722) we have that 
~fillfn-l.~‘~,S~L,:gnZ,g~Z+l,.‘.!g7?--I,gn} 
is an E-chain from fTz to gn. 0 
We now study the way in which dense discrete maps may be composed. 
Let X, Y and 2 be metric compacta, let D and E be open dense subsets of X and 
Y respectively and let 
f:D+{yr,...,~,,}cY and g:E+{zl,...,z,}~Z 
be discrete maps with f(D) = (~1.. . , ylm}. Then, since f(D) is not necessarily con- 
tained in E, the composition of f and g will not be defined in general. 
We say that h:D + {zl:..., z,} c 2 is a composition of f and g if for every i E 
{I,. , . m}, there exists j E { 1:. . . n}, such that h(f-‘(yi)) = zj with yi E g-‘(zJ). 
Observe that then the image of each set f-‘(yi) is a single element zJ, and since each 
one of these sets is open in D, this guarantees that h is continuous in D, and hence h is 
discrete. 
It is obvious that given f : D + Y and g : E + 2 discrete maps, there exists at least 
one composition off and g. It is enough to take for each y E f(D) a point zy E 2 such 
that g E g-‘(2,) and define h(f-‘(y)) = zy. 
Definition 5. Let {fn : D, + Y} be a dense discrete sequence from X to Y and let 
{gyl : E, 7’ Z} be a dense discrete sequence from Y to 2. We say that an unbounded se- 
quence of natural numbers (k,) is a slowing sequence associated to the pair ({ fn}, {,gn}) 
if 
(i) 0 < Ic,,+r - Ic, 6 1 for every n E W, 
(ii) there exists nn E N such that g(fT1, fn+, ( X) < e(gmr gnzfl, Y), for every n 3 no, 
for every m < k,. 
If (kn) is a slowing sequence associated to the pair ({fn}, {gn}) and (ki,) is an 
increasing unbounded sequence of natural numbers satisfying that 0 < kd+, - k; < 1 
and that k; ,< k,, for every n E N, then (kk) is also a slowing sequence associated to 
the pair ({fn}, {gn}). 
Proposition 6. Given { fn : D, + Y} and {gTL : E, + Z} dense discrete sequences from 
X to Y and from Y to Z respectively, there exists ( kn) slowing sequence associated to 
the pair ({fn>> {gn>). 
Proof. There exists ml < m2 < rn3 < . . , such that 
e(fn,fn+l>X) < e(gk,glc+r,Y). 
for every n 3 mk. We then define k,, = k if n E [7~, mk+l) and k,, = 1 if 71 E 
[l,m,). 0 
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The next proposition shows that slowing sequences can be used to define a composition 
of homotopy classes of dense discrete sequences. 
Proposition 7. Let {fn : D,, + Y} b e a dense discrete sequence from X to Y and 
let {gn : E, + Z} be a dense discrete sequence from Y to 2. Let (kn) be a slowing 
sequence associated to the pair ({fn}, {gn}). Consider {h, : D, + 2) such that h, is 
a composition of fn and gk, for every n E W. The!? {hn} is a dense discrete sequence 
and the homotopy class [{hn}] d oes not depend on the representatives of the classes 
[UnIl and [{gn>L on the chosen compositions or on the particular slowing sequence 
(kn). 
Proof. Since (kn) is a slowing sequence associated to the pair ({fn}, {gn}), there exists 
720 E N such that e(fn, fn+l, X) < e(gm,gm+t,Y),foreveryn 3 noandeverym < k,. 
This implies in particular, since k,+l = k, or k, + 1, that 
e(fn, fn+l, x) < ebkTL,gk,+I, y, < e(gk_, Sk,,+l, y>. 
We see now that this implies that 
e(h,,h,+l,X) 6 Q(sk,>sk,,+,,y) < e(sk,,>gk,,+1,y)> 
for every n 6 no. To prove this it suffices to show that given f : D + Y, f’ : D’ + Y 
discrete maps from X to Y and g : E + 2, g’ : E’ + 2 discrete maps from Y to 2 
such that e(f, f’, X) < e(g, g’, Y), and given h : D + Z composition of f and g, and 
h’ : D’ --t Z composition of f’ and g’, then 
e(h h’, X) G e(g, g’: Y). 
Consider a point z E X. Since ~(f, f’, X) < e(g, g’, Y), there exists a neighborhood 
U” of x in X such that if z’, x” E U” n D and z”‘, x”” E U” n D’ we have that 
max{ d(f(x’), f(x”)), d(f’(z”‘), f’(x”“)), d(f(x’), .f’(x”‘))} < 47, d, Y). 
If h(x’) = z’ with f(z’) E g-t(z’) and h(x”) = 2” with f(z”) E g-‘(z”), then 
d(g-‘(z’), g-‘(z”)) = d(g-lo,g-Io) < d(f(x’), f(x”)) < 49, g’, Y), 
and by the definition of e(g, g’, Y) we have that d(g-‘(z’),g-‘(2”)) = 0. Therefore ___ ___ 
g-r(2) n g-‘(F) # 0 and hence 
d(h(x’), h(x”)) = d( z’, z”) 6 O(g, Y) G e(g, g’, Y). 
In a similar way, it can be proved that d(h’(x”‘): h’(x”“)) < O(g’, Y) < e(g, g’, Y), and 
d(h(z’), h’(x”‘)) < e(g, g’, Y). Hence for every n: E X there exists a neighborhood Ii” 
of z in X such that 
diam(h(U” n D) U h’(V n 0’)) < Q(g, g’, Y). 
Therefore &h, h’, X) < e(g, g’, Y). 
As a consequence, for every n 3 no, we have 
e(hn, h,+t > x) < ekk, > sic,,+, > y) < @(Sk,, > gk,+l > y). 
Therefore, since {g7]} is a dense discrete sequence, so is {h,,,}. 
We see now that the class of {hr2} is independent of the choices we have made. Let 
{,f,!, : D:, --f Y} be a dense discrete sequence from X to Y homotopic to {fn} and let 
{g:, : E:, + Z} be a dense discrete sequence from Y to 2 homotopic to {grL}. Let (I?$) 
be a slowing sequence associated to the pair ({fi,}> {giL}) and let n[, E N be such that 
_n(f:, .f:l+, . X) < 4.9:,,.d,,+I.n 
for every II 3 n{, and every nr < k:,. Let {hi, : 0; + Z} be such that hi, is a composition 
of f:, and g& for every n E W. Then {hi,} ‘. IS a dense discrete sequence and we see next 
that {hlL} and {hi,} are homotopic. 
Given E > 0, there exists nt 3 max{na,~r&} such that 
for every 71 > n 1. Then Q( h,,, ~ h,+l , X) < E and @(hi,. lob+, , X) < E, for every R 3 nt . 
Since {gTL) and {gi7) are homotopic, there exists nl 3 nt such that gk,,, and gk, are 7LZ 
E-chainable, i.e., there exist g{{ = gk,,, ,g{‘: . , g:!_, ( gi! = g;.:,, discrete maps from Y to 
2 such that 
e(g({: 9;‘. Y) < E, e(gi’: g;. Y) < E.. , g(g;_, ,g:c: Y) < E 
Consider e = min{e(g,:/, 9{‘> Y): e(gr? 9;, Y)? . i e(gC_, , g:/, Y)}. There exists 713 > 
n2 and there exist f( = fn,. f(‘, . fF_, . f,!’ = fi>, discrete maps from X to Y such 
that 
e(f(y. f:‘, X) < e, e(f(‘, fi’, X) < e: . , e(fy_,. .fz: X) < e. 
(We can suppose, to simplify, that this chain and the former one are composed by the 
same number of functions. If it is not the case, we repeat any function in the shortest 
chain.) 
We see now that h,,,, and hk, are E-chainable. Since 
Q(~~~.~~~+I~X) < e(g77z3.9,n+~,Y) 6 e(g,,,), 
for every R 3 no and every m < k,,, we have in particular, since n,z > no and (&) is 
increasing, that g(fi, fl+t. X) < e(,9krb, ~Y) for every 1 E (7~2;. . , rlj - I}, and then, if 
we consider, for every 1 E {nz: , njj, hy composition of fi and .9k,,,, where we take 
%Iz = h,,,, we have that 
Q(h’,‘,. h:I,+, , Xl < Ok/k,,, . Y) < E.. , e(h;,_,: hi3. X) < O&7,, > Y) < E. 
Therefore, /L,,. and II:, are &-chainable. On the other hand, g(fy, &‘i,, X) < e 6 
~(,9i’,gy+,. Y): for every 1 E (0.. . . . T - 1 }, hence, if we consider, for every 1 E 
(0. . : 1.). 17,;” composition of f,” and ,9(‘, with h[:’ = hEl (remember that f;’ = fll,. 
f: = f,/,,. g{{ = gk,,? and g:! = gk:,? ), we have that 
e(h;:‘, f1:‘: X) < e(.9;,‘, 97% Y) < E.. . , Q(h:, , h:!‘, X) 6 e(g;_,. g;. Y) < E. 
Therefore hx, and h:’ are &-chainable. Finally, we can construct in an analogous way an 
E-chain {hi:, hzy_, , . . , h(y) connecting hi!’ and hi,,. Therefore, an e-chain from h,,? 
to hL2 is given by the functions 
{h,,2=h;2,h;z+ ,,... >h;3=h;:‘.h’,” ,.... h’,“=h;:‘,h;:‘_ ,,..., h;;=h;,2}. 
Finally, since e(h,, hlL+l, X) < E and e(h:,, h:,,, . X) < E for every n 3 n2, we have 
that h, and h; are &-chainable, for every n 3 711. 0 
Corollary 8. Given { fn : D,, 3 Y} a dense discrete sequence ,from X to Y, and 
{gn : E, + 2) a dense discrete sequence ,from Y to 2, we can dejine the composi- 
tion of classes as [{gn}] [{fn}] = [{h,}] where {II,, : D, + Z} is a dense discrete 
sequence from X to Z such thut, .fijr eveq n E N, h,L is a composition of fn and gr;,, 
with (k,) slowing sequence associated to the pair ( {fn}, {gn}). The homotopy class 
[{hn}] does not depend on the repre.sentati\~es of the classes [{fn}] and [{gn}], on the 
chosen compositions or on the particular slowing sequence (km). 
Theorem 9. If we consider the class of metric compacta and the homotopy classes of 
dense discrete sequences bemeen them with the composition previously defined we obtain 
a category that we cull SD. 
Proof. We see first which is the identity morphism of the category. Let X be a metric 
compactum. Let {Em} be a null sequence (i.e., positive, decreasing and converging to 0). 
For each n E N there exists a family {R,,, , ~ R,,,,, } of pairwise disjoint open subsets 
of X such that R,, = R,I U . U R,,,?,, is an open dense subset of X, and such that 
diam(R,,) < Ed, for every n E N. for every i E { 1,. . . ~ s,}. We choose, for each 
nENandeachiE{l,....s,,}apoint~,,, E R,,, and define r, : R,, + X such that 
r,(RnZ) = rnz. Then {TV} is a dense discrete sequence and we see now that its class is 
the identity class. 
To see this consider a dense discrete sequence {fn : D, + Y} from X to a metric 
compacturn Y. We have to prove that [{Sn}][{rll}] = [{fn}]. Let (Icn) be a slowing 
sequence associated to the pair ({T,}. {fn,}) such that 
for every n > no for some no E W. We can suppose, taking a smaller slowing sequence 
if necessary, that (/c,) also satisfies that d(r,(z), :rz) < e(fk,,, X), for every z E R,, for 
every n 3 no. Then [{fn}][{~7L}] = [{hn}] where {h, : R, + Y} is a dense discrete 
sequence from X to Y such that /L,, is a composition of T, and fk, for every n E N. 
TO see that [{h,}] = [{.fn>], g’ lven E > 0, take n 1 2 no such that 0( fk, , X) < E, for 
every n 3 nl. Then for every z E R, n Dkn, with n 3 n1, we have that hrL(x) = y 
with TV E fFm’(y). On the other hand fr;,,(z) = y’ with z E fLn’(y’). Then 
d(f,TL’(y), .&,‘(g’)) 6 d(z. r7, (x)) < e(fk,, , W 
and hence fn;,’ n m # 0. Therefore 
+&)> fit, (4) = 4~3 Y’) < Oh, > X) < E. 
It follows from this that {/l,} and {fn} are almost asymptotic and hence homotopic. 
Analogously, if {gn : En --f X} is a dense discrete sequence from Y to X then 
[{~7~Il[h77l~l = [{sn>l. 
To prove that SD is a category it is only necessary to show that if X, Y, 2 and 
I/I’ are metric compacta, and {fn : D,, + Y}, {gT1 : ETL --f 2) and {h, : F,, + r/l/} are 
dense discrete sequences from X to Y, from Y to 2 and from 2 to W, respectively, 
then 
[{WI ([{g1J] [MI) = ([WJ [{gJ]> [G>]. 
Let (k:,) be a slowing sequence associated to the pair ( {grL}. {hlL}) satisfying that 
Q(g71,g?,+I~~“) < e(hk.,,>h&+I,Z) 
for every n 3 no, for some no E IV. Let {s,, : ET, + W} be such that for every n E NW, 
s,, is a composition of grL and hk,, Let (k:,) be a slowing sequence associated to both 
the pairs ({frl}. {g7?}) and ({frl}. {s,,}), i.e., we have that 
e(fn. fn+l, X) < &l,:, . Y&+1 > Y), dfn, fn+, 3 X) < e(sk:, : Sk;,+,. Y) 
for every n 3 n{,. for some nb t IV. Then 
( [{WI [{gn II > [MI = [VlI I] ’ 
where {t,, : D,, + W} is a dense discrete sequence such that for every n E N, t, is a 
composition of flL and ski,, where sk:, is a composition of gk:, and hkk, 
Let {u, : D,, + Z} be such that for every n E W, U, is a compoiition of fTL and 
gk;, Since e(fil, fn+ I, X) < e(gk;, . Sk:,+1 ( Y) for every n 3 nb, then e(ullT %+I) x) 6 
@(Sk;, , gk;# +I , IT), and hence 
g(%,‘k+~:X) < @(Sk;,.Sk;,+l.~-) < e(hkB:,.fLki, +I& II 
if rI 3 n{, and k:, 3 ~1. Then, since obviously {&,} is increasing and takes all natural 
numbers, we have that {kk;} is a slowing sequence associated to the pair ({urL}: {&}). 
Therefore 
[P4] ([{971>1 [{‘M]) = [KJ] > 
where {tk : D, + W} is a dense discrete sequence such that for every n E IV, tk is a 
composition of U, and hk,, , where u,, is a composition of fn and gkk. 
We see now that @(tn, tk,“X) < O(hkki , Z) f or every n 3 nh with I?; > no. To see this 
we prove that, in general, given f : D + {gl. . . : ynL} c Y, g : E + {zl, . . , 2,) c 2 
and k: F + {WI.. . ,wp} c IV, discrete maps such that O(f,X) < e(g, Y) and 
O(g,Y) < e(k Z), and given u: D + {zl, . . i z,} C Z composition of f and g, 
s:E + {w,,... , wp} C IV composition of g and h, t : D + {wl, . . , wp} c W 
composition of f and s, and t’ : D + {w I.. . . wp} C W composition of u and h, then 
we have that ~(t, t’, X) < O(h, Z). 
Since s : E + {WI i . i w,} C W is a composition of g and h, there exist (possibly 
repeated) indexes {kl,....&} c {l,....p} such that s(gg’(zj)) = U’k,, with zj E 
h-‘(wk,), for every j E {I.. . n}. Observe that g-‘(zJ) c s-‘(WI;,) for every j E 
{I,. . ,72}, and that s-‘(~u~) = U{~‘(Z,~) / k., = X} for every k E { 1,. . . ,p}. 
Since t : D + {WI.. . . ~w,} c II’ is a composition of f and s, there ex- 
ist {It.. . , r,,} C { 1,. . ,p} (possibly repeated) such that t(f-‘(yi)) = WI,. with 
yz E s-‘(WI,). Then for each i E { 1,. . . ,rn}. since yi t K’(uJ~,), there exists 
jl E {I, . , n}, such that y; t gg’ (z,,,), with k,,, = I,. 
Therefore the function ,u’ : D + { 2,. . . . z,~} c Z given by ~‘(f-‘(vi)) = z,f8 is 
a composition of S and g. Moreover, t is also a composition of U’ and h since if 
(‘U’))‘(zj) # 8 we have that (I’))’ = lJ{f-‘(yl) 1 ji = j}, where for every 
i E {I?.. ,m~} such that j, = j we have that t(f-‘(yi)) = u!l, = zuk,& = SUU:~~, and 
therefore t((~‘)-‘(2,)) = VI;, with :,, E h-t(u%r;,,). 
Suppose now that O(f. X) < c(g. Y). Then II, U’ : D + (~1,. , zT,} c 2 are com- 
positions of f and g with e(S. f, X) < e(g, g; Y) and this implies, as we saw in the last 
proposition, that g(u, IL’, X) < e(g. g. Y) = O(g, Y). If moreover O(g, Y) < r(h: Z), 
then g(~, u’. X) < e(lb, Z) and hence &t, f’. X) < O(h, 2). 
Coming back to the proof of the theorem, since O(f,L, X) < e(gk:, Y) and 
O(gk;, , Y) < e(hkk, ,Z) for every ‘17 3 721, such that k:, 3 710, then 
I> 
for every n 2 n$ such that k:, 3 ,110. Therefore {t,,} and {t’,} are asymptotic, and hence, 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
3. SD and SH are isomorphic categories 
We begin this section recallin g some basic notions of the shape category introduced 
by Borsuk in [2]. All metric compacta are assumed to lie in the Hilbert cube, Q. 
Let X and Y be metric compacta. An approximative sequence from X to Y is a 
sequence of continuous functions {f,, : X + Q} such that for every neighborhood V of 
Y in Q there exists no E N such that fil and .f n+t are homotopic in V for every n 3 n,t). 
Two approximative sequences {f,, : X + Q} and {gTL : X + Q} from X to Y are 
homotopic if for every neighborhood V of Y in Q there exists no E W such that f,, and 
gT1 are homotopic in V, for every II > 7~0. 
We denote by [{fn}] h h t e omotopy class whose elements are all the approximative 
sequences homotopic to { fi, }. 
Given X, Y; 2 metric compacta, given {f7! : X + Q} an approximative sequence 
from X to Y and {gT1 : Y + Q} an approximative sequence from Y to 2, the composition 
[{gl,}][{fiL}] is defined as the class [{gil,fn}] where {gi, : Q + Q} is a fundamental 
sequence from X to Y such that each g:, is an extension of grl (see 14) for the definition 
of fundamental sequence). 
Theorem 10 (Borsuk [2]). g PV~ consider the class of metric conzpactcr and the homo- 
topy clcrsses of appmximatir~e sequences behveen them with the composition of cla.w~~ 
previous!\ &fined wle obtain a catego? called SH (dupe categor?). 
Theorem 11. SH und SD (Ire isomorphic categories. 
Proof. Let X and Y be metric compacta, where we can suppose that Y is contained in 
the Hilbert cube &. Let {fTI. :X + Q} be an approximative sequence from X to Y. We 
see first that there exists {f:, : D, + Y} dense discrete sequence from X to Y almost 
asymptotic to {fTL} in the following sense: for every E > 0 and every 71 E RI, there exist 
7~‘~ 71” 3 rz such that d(f,,/l~~,,, f;,,) < E, for every rr 3 no. 
Let {E,,} be a null sequence such that fT1 and frL+l are homotopic in BE,z (Y) for every 
11 E W. We are going to see that for every n E N there exists a discrete map f:, : D, + Y 
with O(,fA, X) < 2~, such that d(f,,I~,, , f;) < cTl. 
To see this, we prove that, in general, for every continuous function S : X + BE(Y), 
there exists D open dense subset of X and there exists a discrete map f’ : D i Y with 
O(f’.X) < 2~ such that d(fl~,f’) < E. 
Since X is compact, there exists 0 < E’ < E such that f(X) c B,,(Y). For each 
JZ t X, there exists y, E Y such that d(f(z), yz,) < E’ and there exists 6, > 0 such that 
d(,f(nz’). yz:) < E’ for every .T’ E BJ, (z). Then, by the compactness of X, there exist 
{ .c , , . . . . z,!} c X such that 
X c fi 6X (2,). 
1=I 
Consider DI = Bg,, (XI). DZ = BJ,?(Q) - Bs,, (xl), . . , 
Dn = %.,, (G 1 - (8x7, (2, ) u . u &,.,,_, (X,-I 1). 
Then D = {Dl.Dl,.. ..D,,} IS a family of pairwise disjoint open subsets of X such 
that D = DI U. U D,, is open and dense in X. We may assume that Di # fl for every 
i E {I:.. . ,n}. We define 
f’:D~{y,,,...,y.~n}. 
such that f’(x) = yrs for every ~1: E Df. Then, d(fJ~.f’) < E’ < E and since f is 
continuous, we have that O(f’> X) < 2~. 
Therefore for every n E W there exists a discrete map f:, : D,, + Y with O(fi, ~ X) < 
2~,, such that d(f,, ID,, : fiz) < En. We see now that for every n E W, since fT1 and f,,+l 
are homotopic in B,,, (Y), f:, and fA+, are 2E,-chainable. 
To see this, we prove that, in general, if two continuous functions f, g : X + B,(Y) 
are homotopic in BE(Y), and f’ : D + Y and g’ : E + Y are discrete maps such that 
O(f’>X) < 2&, O(g’.X) < 2&, d(f(~.f’) < E and ul(glE;g’) < E, then f’ and g’ are 
2E-chainable. 
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Consider 0 < E’ < E such that S and g are homotopic in BE/ (Y), and such that 
O(f’, X) < 2~‘, O(g’, X) < 2~‘. d(f(~: f’) < E’ and d(g(E, g’) < E’. 
Since f and g are homotopic in B,!(Y), there exists a continuous function H : X x 
[0, l] + B,)(Y) such that 
H(x,O) = f(x), H(z 1) = s(x), 
for every z E X. We know that then there exists an open dense subset C of X x [0, I] 
and there exists a discrete map H’ : C + Y with O(H’, X x [0, 11) < 2~’ such that 
d(Hjc, H’) < E’. 
Now, for every (z, t) E X x [0, l] there exists an open neighborhood U(z>t) of (5, t) in 
X x [0, l] such that diam(H’(U (z.t) n C)) < 2~’ and such that diam( H( U(“‘t))) < E - 8. 
By the compactness of X x [0, l] there exists {Ut . . . , Up} open covering of X x [0, l] 
such that diam(H’(U, n C)) < 2~’ and such that diam(H(u%)) < E - E’ for every 
iE {I,...,p}. 
Let 6 > 0 be the Lebesgue number of this covering and let {VI, . , V,} be an open 
covering of X such that diam(Vi) < S/4 for every i E { 1, . . , q}. Using this covering 
we define a family 
Fl = VI, Fz=Vz-%, . . . . Fp = V, - (v,wuV,_,), 
of pairwise disjoint open subsets (that we can suppose not empty) of X such that F = 
Fl U . . . U Fq is open and dense in X. Consider 
{O=to<t, <...<tr= l} 
a partition of [0, l] such that the distance between two consecutive terms is less than 
6/4. Then {F, x (tj-1, tJ) 1 1 < i < q, 1 < j < T} is a family of pairwise disjoint open 
subsets of X x [0, l] such that diam(Fi x (tj-1, tj)) < 6/2 for every i E { 1, . . ! q} and 
every j E { 1, . . . , r}. We choose points xi3 E (Fi x (tjp1, t3)) n C, and define, for every 
j E {l,...,~} afunction 
h; : F, u . . . u F4 + Y 
such that hj(F,) = H’(z+) for every i E { 1.. . . . q}. Then hj is a discrete map and it 
can be seen that O(h>, X) < 2~ for every j E { 1. . , T} and that g( hi, hl,, , X) < 2~ 
foreveryj E {l,..., r - 1 }. More care is required to show that ~(f’, h{ , X) < 2~ and 
e(hk, g’, X) < 2~. This details are left to the reader. Therefore f’ and g’ are 2e-chainable. 
Hence, for every 72 E N, f; and fA+, are 2&,-chainable. Therefore, for every 72 E N 
there exist f&, = f;> f:,,> ‘. 1 fh, = fA+, discrete maps from X to Y such that 
e(f&, f:, , Xl < 2GLr~ ” 3 df:,k,-1, fiLk,,r Xl < 2&L. 
Therefore the sequence 
{f: = &,.&“Jllc, = s; = f~O,f~I,...,fln-,)k;,_, = f:, = f;,J&.} 
is a dense discrete sequence. And, since d(fA, fiL]~n) < en, it is almost asymptotic to 
{.fnI. 
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Moreover, if {g n : X + Q} is another approximative sequence from X to Y such 
that {fn} and {gn} are homotopic, it is easy to see now that if {g; : En + Y} is a 
dense discrete sequence from X to Y almost asymptotic to {gn}, then {f;} and (9;) 
are homotopic. 
We have proved that there exists a well-defined correspondence 
fl(X.JT) : SH(X, Y) + SD(X, Y) 
such that ~+c,Y)C[U~II) = [NJ1 with {f;} almost asymptotic to {fn}. 
To see that fl(x,y) is surjective let us consider {f; : D, + Y} dense discrete se- 
quence from X to Y. We construct {fn : X + Q} approximative sequence from X to 
Y asymptotic to {f;} in the following way. 
Let {en} be a null sequence such that e(fA, fA+, , X) < E, for every n. E N. We see 
first that for every n E N there exists a continuous function fn : X + B,= (Y), such that 
4f:,, fiLl&) < E12. 
To see this we will prove that, in general, if f’ : D + Y is a discrete map with 
O(f’, X) < E, then there exists a continuous function f : X + B,(Y) such that 
d(f’> f\D) < E. 
For each x E X, since O(f’, x) < E, there exists an open neighborhood U” of x in X 
such that diam(f’(V n D)) < E. Since X is compact there exists {Vi,. . , Un} finite 
open covering of X such that diam(f’(U, n D)) < E for every i E { 1, . . , n}. For each 
i~{l~...~n}.wedefineX,:X+Rgivenby 
X,(x) = 
d(z: x - U%) 
c,“=, d(X! X - U,) 
f(x) = 2 Ai(X) 
i=I 
Since C X,(z) = 1 and Q is convex, f is a well-defined continuous function. On the 
other hand, if we consider E’ = supiEi, ,,, 7zl diam(f’(Ui n D)) < E, we have that > > 
d(fW f’(x)) = I( &X)f’(Sd - 2 &(x)f’(x) i=l i=l !I 
GE’ & =d, ( ) i=I 
for every x E D, since if X,(x) # 0 then x E U, and hence d(f’(x), f’(z,)) 6 E’. (In 
the above expressions we have used the norm /) I/ in Q.) Finally, since f is continuous 
in X and f(D) c BE!(Y) with D dense in X, then f(X) c BE’(Y) c B,(Y). 
Hence for every n E N there exists a continuous function fiL : X t B,,, (Y), such that 
d(f:,, f,(~,) < E,. Moreover, since e(fA, fA+, , X) -c Ed, we have d(fn, fn+l) 6 3~ 
hence fn and fn+i are homotopic in BdE, (Y) (by a homotopy given by the expression 
K(z t) = (1 - t)fn(x:) + tfn+, (%)I. 
Therefore {fn} is a approximative sequence that is clearly asymptotic to {f:,}. This 
proves that J2cx.y) is surjective, and it can be proved, following similar arguments, that 
it is also injective. 
Therefore [2(~,~) is a bijection between SH(X.Y) and SD(X,Y). On the other 
hand, the map {rIL} whose class is the identity class on SD(X, X) is asymptotic to the 
approximative sequence generated by the inclusion of X in Q. Therefore fl(x,x) takes 
the identity class to the identity class. Then, in order to prove that SH and SD are 
isomorphic categories, it only rests to show that R respects the composition. 
Let {f7, : X + Q} and {971 : Y + Q} be approximative sequences from X to Y 
and from Y to 2, respectively. Let {f:, : D, + Y} and {g; : E, + Y} be dense 
discrete sequences from A to Y and from Y to 2 almost asymptotic to {fn} and {gTL} 
respectively. Then Q(x,Y,([U~~)I) = ILC,>l and +.z)([J.gn>l) = [{&>I. Let (~~1 be 
a null sequence, then there exist (171,,), (m:,), (m::) and (m:,‘) diverging sequences such 
that 
d&n ID ,,,;, 1 fin:,) < En * +h:: I”,,z;;’ 1 d,,y) < En. 
Then changing the representatives of [{f,>}] and [{glL}], we can suppose that rrl,L = m:, 
and rnii = ml,l’ for every n E W. That is, we can suppose that for every E > 0 for every 
r~ E W there exist rr’. n” > n such that 
~(.f&I,,, 1 &f) < ET 4w /E ,,I, 5 9:,4 < E. 
Consider {yrl : Q + Q} fundamental sequence extension of {yn} that we will need to 
compose [{fn}l and [b,Il. 
We are going to find first an adequate representative of the composition 
Let {cTL} be a null sequence. Then there exists a null sequence {S,,} such that 6, 6 Ed for 
every n E IV and such that d(&(.y).gn(y’)) < E,%, for any y:y’ E Q with d(y, y’) < S,,. 
Let 7-t < 7-2 < r-3 < ... be such that d(g,. IE,,+ !gi.,) < E,~ for every s E W. There exists 
(m,), constructed inductively, such that e(f:,. f:,,,,: X) < e(giL, Sk+,! Y), for every 
711 3 mn, and such that if 71 is of the form rS, then there exists 1, E (m,; , mT,+I ) such 
that d(f/* ID!,. : .f[,) < 6,.%, and hence 
We define k,, = Ic if n E [rn~:rn~+~) and I;, = 1 if n E [I:ml). Then (IcrL) is a slowing 
sequence associated to the pair ({fi,}, {g:,}) and satisfies, since & = rs, that for every 
E > 0 and for every n E IV there exists n’ > n such that 
d(f,J ID&. &) < E3 +lk,,, hi,, d&J < E. d(i?kn, fd lDTL, > %Q fit’) < & 
Therefore, 
%,Z) ([{%LII > fb>Y) ([LMI > = [MJI [Kll = [NLll ) 
where, for every n E N, h:, : D,, + Z is a composition of j; and g;,, 
On the other hand, if we consider {grl : Y ---f Q} such that ?j,, = gk,, , for every n E N, 
then {& } and {yll } are homotopic and hence 
%z,([{971)] [UnI]> = Q(ZZ) ([%I)] [UJ]) = n(,~-,z,([{~~,,frc}]). 
We are going to see that fl,_~.~)([{&,,.k}]) = [{!I{,}]. To see this it suffices to show 
that {hi,} and {&,,f71,} are almost asymptotic. 
Given E > 0 and ~1 E N, there exists n’ 3 n such that 
QnJlD,,,9 &) < ;, d(gk,,l IEk,,, &,,,) < f- @k,,,fnl ID,,, .&,! f,\i) < ;. 
Consider .r E D,,!. Then h:,,(1) = z E 2 with f:,,(x) E (9;. ?i’ 
)-I(Z). Then there exists 
Y E fh,,, such that I$,(z) = g[, (y), and hence ,l’ 
Moreover, we can choose y so close to f:,,(x) as to have 
Finally, by the construction of the slowing sequence (k,,) we have that 
d(&,,! fiP (X)> &,,&(+ < ;. 
Hence d(&,4, f7,,f (x), h:,,(x)) < c/3 + &/3 + c/3 = E. 
Therefore .n(,~z)([{grL}][{fi2}]) = [{%I1 = ~(,z)([{s~L}])~~(.~.~~([{fil}]) and SH 
and SD are isomorphic categories. This completes the proof of the theorem. q 
Having shown how shape can be formulated in terms of discrete sequences. it is 
interesting to recognize some particular representatives of the shape morphisms generated 
by maps. 
We introduce the notion of a Cauchy dense discrete sequence between metric compacta 
X and Y as a dense discrete sequence from X to Y with the property that for every 
E > 0 there exists n,(j E N such that ~(f~,,. f,!, X) < E for every n, 3 7~0. 
In the following result we state without proof the role played by this subclass of dense 
discrete maps. 
Theorem 12. Let {fzl} b e u dewe discrete sequerxe behveen nvo metric compacter X 
rmd Y. Then {f7,} is n C rruchy dense discrete sequertce (far& only (fit is asymptotic to 
un approximatirv~ sequence ,from X to Y gtweruted by n mop. 
4. A connection with dynamical systems 
Let X and Y be compact metric spaces, Y E ANR and let f : X x pS+ + Y be a 
continuous function. The following notion is essentially due to Lisica [lh]. 
Given K and L subcompacta of X and Y respectively, L is the shape image (by f) 
of K if the following two conditions hold: 
(i) for every neighborhood V of L there exists to E iR+ such that f(K x [to, x)) C V, 
(ii) L is the minimum of the compacta with the property in (i). 
A justification for this name comes from the fact that if L is the shape image of K then 
f induces a strong shape morphism from K to L. 
The following result relates this concept with the key notion of omega limit of a dy- 
namical system. See [ 14,271 for other relations between shape and topological dynamics. 
We make use of notions and results in [ 1,281, for the proof of this theorem. 
Theorem 13. Let (A/I, r: Iw) be u d~~numicul system dejined in a compact ANR. Then 
(i) The omega limit set A+(x) agrees l\ith the shape imuge of z,for evev x E Al. 
(ii) The shape image of a compact set K agrees with A+(K), whenever 
(a)A+( )‘.tbl,f’ x cs Fa e or even x E K or 
(b) 7r is L.yapunov stable relutive to K. 
Proof. We shall only prove part (ii). The proof of (i), being easier, is left to the reader. 
We see first that A+(K) 1s compact. Consider a covering {Vi 1 i E I} of A+(K). Then 
for every z E K, since A+(x) is compact and stable, there exists Vy , . . ! Vn”, and there 
- 
exists a positively invariant neighborhood V” of A+(x) such that A+(z) c V” c Vz c 
Vy U . . U Vn”, . On the other hand, there exists t,. E R+ such that T(X, tl) E V” and, 
by the continuity of 7r and the positive invariance of V” there exists a neighborhood U” - 
of z such that n(U” x [t?., x)) E V”‘. Hence, A+(U”) c Vz c V,z U. . . U Vzz. Finally, 
by the compactness of K, there exists vi,, . ~ V3,, such that A+(K) c V,, U . . . U V,,, 
and, hence, A+(K) is compact. Moreover, if V is a neighborhood of A+(K) it can be 
proved in quite a similar way that there exists to E R+ such that f(K x [to, CO)) c V. 
The proof of the above statements for the Lyapunov stable case is similar, with slight 
modifications. The rest of the proof is common to both cases. 
Suppose that L is a compactum satisfying (i) in the definition of shape image, and 
consider x E K and {tn} c lR+ with t,, + cx) such that n(x, tn) + y E A+(x). 
Then x~K,~~J : K x {t,,} --t 111 is an approximative sequence from K to L. By the 
approximation results introduced in the proof of Theorem 3, there exists a dense discrete 
sequence {gn : D, + L} almost asymptotic to ~~~~~~~~~ and it is easy to see that 
we can take {gn} in such a way that 2 E Dk,, for every n E RI. Since {gn} and 
~~~~~~~~ are almost asymptotic, there exist {/c,,}% {k:,} c N with Ic,, k; + CC such that 
Gk,, , BIDE.,, x{t,, 1) + 0. Then I’. 
y = Jirnm 7r(x, t,,) = lim 7r(2, tkiz) = lim sn-,, (z) E L. 
nix Ililx: 
Hence A+(K) c L. [7 
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